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Effects of territorial and worldwide
corporation tax systems on outbound M&A

Competitive Disadvantage in M&As due to International Taxation?
U.K.
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Tax rate: 28%
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1
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15.5% repatriation tax

Netherlands
Exemption
Tax rate: 25%

0% repatriation tax

Target

Ireland
Tax rate: 12.5%

•
•

Acquirer 2 is willing to pay more for the same target firm.
Acquirer 1 is at a disadvantage in the international market for corporate control

First Research Question (and Answers)
 Is there a competitive disadvantage in M&As when dividend repatriations
are taxed? Yes.
§ U.K. exemption: 3.9% increase in acquisitions
§ Japan exemption: 31.1% increase in acquisitions
§ Simulation of U.S. exemption: 16.9% increase in acquisitions

Traditional Concern in FDI: Inefficient Distribution of Capital?

0% or 15.5% repatriation tax

Ireland
12.5% tax

•
•
•

Parent
firm
U.K.
28% tax

0% repatriation tax

France
35% tax

Too much capital in Ireland just because of taxes?
One could produce more by relocating some capital from Ireland to the U.K.
Capital export neutrality by repatriation tax

Concern with M&As: Inefficient Ownership Structures
U.K.
Credit
Tax rate: 28%

Acquirer
1

Acquirer
2

15.5% repatriation tax

100 mil. $ in synergies

Netherlands
Exemption
Tax rate: 25%

0% repatriation tax

Target

90 mil. $ in synergies
Ireland
Tax rate: 12.5%

•

Relevant concern as M&As are the main form of FDI between developed countries

First and Second Research Question
 Is there a competitive disadvantage in M&As when dividend repatriations
are taxed? Yes.
§ U.K. exemption: 3.9% increase in acquisitions
§ Japan exemption: 31.1% increase in acquisitions
§ Simulation of U.S. exemption: 16.9% increase in acquisitions
 How large are the inefficiencies due to suboptimal ownership structures?
(unrealized synergies per year)
§ U.K.: 76 million $
§ Japan: 1736 million $
§ U.S.: 2685 million $

Empirical Approach: Exploit Reform in the U.K. and Japan
U.K.
Credit to
Exemption
Tax rate: 28%

Acquirer
1
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2

REFORM:
15.5% repatriation tax
Drops to 0%

Netherlands
Exemption
Tax rate: 25%
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Ireland
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• Does the likelihood of a U.K. acquirer increase after the reform?
• (while controlling for other effects in a regression)

Empirical Approach: Control Group
U.K.
Credit
Tax rate: 28%

Acquirer
1

Acquirer
2

REFORM:
0% repatriation tax
Remains 0%

Netherlands
Exemption
Tax rate: 25%

0% repatriation tax

Target

U.S.
Tax rate: 39%

• Control group should not be affected by the reform

Regressions Control For Other Effects
 Trends in productivity
§
§

GDP/capita
GDP growth rate (+)

 Trends in financing conditions
§

Financial depth: Stock market capitalization/ GDP

 Different industry specializations
§
§

Number of past M&As in the relevant industry (+)
Share of the relevant industry sector in the acquirers GDP

 General differences between acquirer countries (fixed / random)
 Special bilateral ties capturing low transaction costs
§
§
§

Common language (+)
Colonial ties etc. (+)
Distance (-)

 Target firm characteristics
§
§

Total assets
Profits
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M&A data: Spatial distribution of acquirers

Result and some interesting side remarks
 Is there a competitive disadvantage in M&As when dividend repatriations
are taxed? Yes.
§ U.K. exemption: 3.9% increase in acquisitions
§ Japan exemption: 31.1% increase in acquisitions
§ Simulation of U.S. exemption: 16.9% increase in acquisitions
 More profitable target firms are less likely to be taken over by a U.S.
acquirer or a Japanese acquirer
 Withholding taxes do not appear to matter

Unrealized Synergies?
 Loss in efficiency if second-best acquirer prevails over first-best acquirer
 Because the potential synergies are smaller. How much smaller?
 Synergies are reflected in take-over premia
 How much smaller would premiums have to be such that the decrease in
successful M&A bids is equivalent to imposing repatriation taxes?
 Suppose -20% acqusitions due to repatriation taxes
 An 8 percentage point decrease in premia would suffice to reduce the
number of acquisitions by 20% in the example on the next slide
 Total loss ~ 8%*20%*(Value of target firms)

Premiums paid by Japanese acquirers
Premiums paid by Japanese acquirers
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Unrealized Synergies
 Yearly volume of British acquisitions abroad: 56830 mil. $
§ 2103 mil. $ of which are lost due to repatriation taxes
§ 76 mil. $ of which are synergies lost
 Yearly volume of Japanese acquisitions abroad: 31430 mil. $
§ 7494 mil. $ of which are lost due to repatriation taxes
§ 1736 mil. $ of which are synergies lost
 Yearly volume of U.S. acquisitions abroad: 99315 mil. $
§ 16784 mil. $ of which are lost due to repatriation taxes
§ 2685 mil. $ of which are synergies lost

Summary
 Is there a competitive disadvantage in M&As when dividend repatriations
are taxed? Yes.
§ U.K. exemption: 3.9% increase in acquisitions
§ Japan exemption: 31.1% increase in acquisitions
§ Simulation of U.S. exemption: 16.9% increase in acquisitions
 How large are the inefficiencies due to suboptimal ownership structures?
(unrealized synergies per year)
§ U.K.: 76 million $
§ Japan: 1736 million $
§ U.S.: 2685 million $

Implications
 Exemption of foreign source dividends appears to be a panacea for
establishing ownership neutrality.
 Do international acquisitions really not crowd out other forms of
investment?
§ Becker and Fuest (2010): International acquisitions may substitute
for domestic engagement due to scarce input factors like
management capacity.
§ Exemption not optimal then.
 Trade-off between ownership neutrality and capital export neutrality
§ Optimal policy depends on the composition of a country’s FDI:
M&As versus Greenfield investment (change in capital stock)
§ Externalities of international acquisitions?
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